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ABSTRACT 

Digital transformation is not almost disruption or generation. It is approximately cost, people, optimization and the 

functionality to rapidly adapt whilst such is needed via a wise use of technology and facts. It leverages technology to make 

charge for numerous stakeholders, innovate and gather the skills to rapidly adapt to changing conditions. With the 

extensive deployment of sensors, IOT and Artificial Intelligence there's a growing need of handling big manufacturing 

data characterized by high velocity, high variety, and high volume. Machine learning provides advanced analytics tools 

for processing and analyzing large manufacturing data. It usually presents a comprehensive survey of commonly used 

deep learning algorithms and discusses their applications toward making manufacturing “smart”. The development of 

artificial intelligence with machine learning technologies and their benefits are firstly discussed. Subsequently, 

computational methods supported machine learning are presented specially aim to improve system performance in 

manufacturing. Several parameters of smart manufacturing have been analyzed using deep learning models and 

corresponding results have been discussed. At the end, the emerging things of research on predictive data analysis of a 

smart manufacturing system using machine learning is highlighted, and future trends and challenges associated with 

deep learning for smart manufacturing are summarized. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Even as Digital transformation is predominantly carried out in a enterprise context, it impacts specific companies like 

governments, public area companies and groups which might be concerned in tackling societal challenges which 

include pollutants and getting older populations via leveraging one or extra of these present and rising technologies. 

Artifical Intelligence will not just be about automation or predictions. The wide variety of precise use instances will 

growth at lightning velocity and complicated algorithms are going to be required to execute these obligations. self 

sustaining vehicle becomes a mainstream reality. Self-programming techniques have already end up powerful 

sufficient to shape AI broaden its personal code; supplying gigantic possibilities to programmers for constructing 

unattainable structures. The increased optimization and velocity of improvement in artificial Intelligence has caused its 

adoption in various industries at breakneck velocity, along with hello-tech, telecom, automobile, monetary carrier and 

healthcare, to call some. This year AI is expected to automate more complex strategies, providing ahead-looking 

intelligence and creating commercial enterprise value. As cellular becomes even extra powerful with 5G, there'll be 

ripple results for the duration of the producing enterprise [1-4]. There can be advanced connectivity for robotics and 

automation in the manufacturing facility and quicker real-time analytics from field operations. 

In a Smart factory a manufacturing facility bodily manufacturing processes and operations are blended 
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with virtual era, smart computing and massive records to create a greater opportunistic gadget for groups that target 

manufacturing and deliver chain control [5-6]. The Smart factory unit are an thing of enterprise 4.0, a brand new section 

inside the business Revolution that focuses closely on actual-time statistics, embedded sensors, connectivity, automation, 

and machine studying. As factories evolve in mild of the information revolution, corporations need to reconsider how they 

manage the whole thing from automation strategies to team of workers development tactics. Smart manufacturing plays a 

significant role in the energy consumption [7-9]. Along the way, manufacturers will need modernized gear, including 

robust, flexible employer aid planning systems as a statistics and transactional spine, that help them adapt quickly as they 

construct toward a smart-factory future. 

The main objective of this work is to is to identify the opportunity to improve energy efficiency of all the 

compressor out of the six compressors and save the extra power utilized by compressors in theshopfloor. 

INTELLIGENT DATA ANALYSIS ON AIR COMPRESSOR UTILIZATION 

Data-driven intelligence models model complex multivariate relationships between data, requiring no in-depth 

understanding of the physical behavior of the system. Data driven intelligence has attracted extensive research effort for 

manufacturing data distilling and decision making [9,10]. In data mining techniques are classified into five categories, 

including characterization and description, association, classification, prediction, clustering and evolution analysis. The 

barriers to data-driven deciding in manufacturing also are identified. Typical machine learning techniques are reviewed in 

for intelligent manufacturing, and their strengths and weaknesses are also discussed in a wide range of manufacturing 

applications. A comparative study of machine learning algorithms including Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector 

Machine, and Random Forest is performed for machining tool wear prediction. The schemes, techniques and paradigm of 

developing decision making support systems are reviewed for the monitoring of machining operations, and these 

techniques include neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, and hybrid systems. The potential benefit and 

successful application examples of typical machining learning techniques including Bayesian Networks, instance-based 

learning, Artificial Neural Network, and ensemble methods are discussed in. Cloud enabled prognosis techniques including 

data driven approach, physics based as well as model-based techniques are reviewed in, with the benefits from both 

advanced computing capability and information sharing for intelligent decision making. Traditional machine learning is 

usually designed with shallow structures, such as Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, and logistic 

regression, etc. By coping with limited handcrafted features, it achieves decent performance in a variety of applications. 

However, the massive data in smart manufacturing imposes a variety of challenges, such as the proliferation of multimodal 

data, high dimensionality of feature space, and multicollinearity among data measurements. These challenges render 

traditional algorithms struggling and thus greatly impede their performance. 

As a breakthrough in artificial intelligence, deep learning demonstrates outstanding performance in various 

applications of speech recognition, image recondition, natural language processing, multimodal image-text, and games 

[11,12]. Deep learning allows automatically processing of data towards highly nonlinear and complex feature abstraction 

via a cascade of multiple layers, instead of handcrafting the optimum feature representation of data with domain 

knowledge [13]. With automatic feature learning and high-volume modelling capabilities, deep learning provides a 

complicated analytics tool for smart manufacturing within the big data era [14]. It uses a cascade of layers of nonlinear 

processing to learn the representations of data corresponding to different levels of abstraction. The hidden patterns 
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underneath one another are then identified and predicted through end-to-end optimization. Deep learning offers great 

potential to spice up data-driven manufacturing applications, especially within the big data era. 

The data has been analyzed by correlating energy, pressure and loading/unloading patterns to understand 

compressors efficiency. 

import pandas as pd 

df= pd.read_excel(“Loading&Unloading.xlsx”)  

df.head() 

Table 1 

 
 

import pandas as pd 

df= pd.read_excel(“Consumption.xlsx”)  

df.head() 

Table 2 

 
 

Energy Analytics Approach 

 Step 1: Energy consumption trend lines. 

 Step 2: Power Pattern analysis. 

 Step 3: Power range analysis. 

 Step 4: Energy consumption hourly based on high and least hour. 

 Step 5: Correlation between pressure, power and loading/unloading pattern. 

 Step 6: Loading and unloading counts per day. 

 Step 7: Switch analysis of load and count. 

 Step 8: Switching pattern distribution 
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Energy Consumption per Day 

 

Figure 1: Shows the Energy Comsumption per Day of Air Compressor Date-Wise also The Energy Pattern 

Whether it is Low or High is Clustered and Shown in the Graph. 

 

Power Profile for Day 1 and Day 6 (Low Consumption Days) 

 
Figure 2: Shows the Power Profile of the Low Consumption Days along with Utilization at Certain Time. 

 

Power Range Plot (Day 1) 

 
Figure 3: Shows the Count on the x-Axis and Compressor kW on y-Axis which Shows When the 

Compressor is Running at Sub-Optimal Zone and When it is Running in Over Stressed Zone for Day 1. 
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Power Range Plot (Day 5) 

 
Figure 4: Shows the Count on the x-Axis and Compressor kW on y-Axis which Shows When the 

Compressor is Running at Sub-Optimal Zone and When it is Running in Over Stressed Zone for Day 5. 

 

Hourly Energy Consumption 

 
Figure 5: Shows the Hourly Energy Consumption, Least and Highest Our of Energy 

Consumption can be Seen. 
 

Pressure Vs Power Vs Load/Unload (Day 1) High Consumption Hour 

 
Figure 6: Shows the Graph of Pressure vs Power vs Load or Unload and High 

Consumption hours for Day 1. 
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Pressure Vs Power Vs Load/Unload (Day 1) Least Consumption Hour 

 
Figure 7: Shows the Graph of Pressure vs Power vs Load or Unload and Least Consumption 

Hours for Day 1. 
 

Pressure Vs Power Vs Load/Unload (Day 5) Highest Consumption Hour 

 
Figure 8: Shows the Graph of Pressure vs Power vs Load or Unload and High Consumption 

Hours for Day 5. 
 

Pressure Vs Power Vs Load/Unload (Day 5) Least Consumption Hour 

 
Figure 9: Shows the Graph of Pressure vs Power vs Load or Unload and Least Consumption Hours 

for Day 5. 
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Load/Unload Count per Day 

 
Figure 10: Shows Over All Load and Unload Count for the Day Based on the Minutes. 

 

Switch Analysis of Load/Unload 

 
Figure 11: Shows the Analysis of Load and Unload. 

 

Pressure Vs Power Vs Load/Unload (Day 6) Switch Count 

 

Figure 12: Shows Pressure vs Power vs Load and Unload for Day 6 Switch Count. 
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Load Value Count 

 
Figure 13: Shows the Load Value Count per Day. 

 

Load / Unload (Day 6) 

 
Figure 14: Shows Load and Unload for Day 6. 

 

Load / Unload (Day 2) 

 
Figure 15: Shows Load and Unload for Day 2. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results may be explained as follows from the graph depicted in the previous section. On the full production Day 2,Day 

5 from 100 to 110 kW the total count is above 800 times, for the low production Day 6 the compressor has been running in 

sub-optimal zone and over stressed zone. 

Load/unload control generates a distinctive step like power signature, drawing between 105% to 115% of rated 

power when loaded and between 20% and 60% of full-load power when unloaded. 

Day 1 runs only half shift. For the low consumption Day 6 the frequents witching happened on the morning is 

high compared to afternoon. 

In this way we can improve energy efficiency of all the compressor out of the six compressors and save the extra 

power utilized by compressors in the shopfloor. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Today’s trend in Artificial Intelligence and machine learning has increased level of Automation in manufacturing 

industries allows firms to flexibly connect assets and improve productivity through data-driven insights that has not been 

possible before. As more automation is used in manufacturing, the speed of responses required in dealing with 

maintenance issues is going to get faster and automated decisions as to what’s the best option from an economic standpoint 

are getting more complex. Here in this paper a generic dataset of a Smart manufacturing unit has been studied. A machine 

learning analytics has been deployed to get the predictive analysis which would be used for improving system performance 

and decision making. Various types of data analysis have been depicted in the result section. At the end  of the result 

section, the prediction utilization of air comressor has been calculated which is highly satisfied.Therefore, with these 

results it can be concluded that predictive data analysis of a smart manufacturing system has been successfully 

implemented here using artificial intelligence and machine learning technique which is very crucialfor preventing machine 

utilization and thereby machine management 
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